
 
 

NFE0021  Fleet Professionals Certification 

NFE0021 

Driver Risk Management  

Professional training and development for Fleet industry professionals 

Two-day course aimed at Fleet Managers, co-ordinators, administrators etc to include practical and 

classroom training with assessments and certification on all elements of Driver Risk Management 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

VENUE: NFE training centre, Donington Park, DE74 2RP 
 

NO. OF TRAINEES: Maximum 6 trainees per course 
 
COURSE DURATION 2 days  

 

COURSE DURATION: 09:00 – 17:00 both days 
 

 
DETAIL 
 

Day One      Day Two 
 

09:00 Delegate welcome    09:00   Delegate welcome 
 
 Driver Risk Management – Brief history   Driver Wellbeing and Fatigue 
 
 Vehicle, Driver, Journey     DWBP – Complete and discuss 
 
 Licence checking – Complete and discuss  CPC  
    
 Risk Assessments – Complete and discuss  Licence Acquisition 
 
 E-Learning – Complete and discuss   Legislation and Risk 
 
 In-car training – Discuss     Responsibilities WRRR 
 
 Lunch – Provided     Lunch - Provided 
 
 Practical In-car session (3.5hrs)    Vehicle checks - Practical 
 
 In-car session reporting and feedback   Tyres – Practical check and discuss 
 

   17:00 Close       Full recap and Q&A 
 

Certification issued 
  
         17:00 Close 
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WHO IS THIS FOR? 
 

This course has been designed for any fleet professional seeking development in all areas 
of Driver Risk Management and WRRR (Work Related Road Risk). 
 
Managing the risks to employees who drive at work requires more than just compliance 
with road traffic legislation. 
 
The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 requires employers to take appropriate steps to 
ensure the health and safety of their employees and others who may be affected by their 
activities when at work.  
 
This includes the time when they are driving or riding at work, whether this is in a company 
or hired vehicle, or in the employee’s own vehicle. 
 
There will always be risks associated with driving. Although these cannot be completely 
controlled, an employer has a responsibility to take all reasonable steps to manage these 
risks and do everything reasonably practicable to protect people from harm in the same 
way as they would in the workplace 

 

OUTCOME 
 

Any attendee successfully completing this course will have a greater understanding of 
Driver Risk Management and WRRR (Work Related Road Risk) and to take these newly 
acquired skills back into the workplace. 
 
A full and detailed report will be produced post training and certification issued 
following successful completion. 
 

AUTOMOTIONAL 
 

Automotional employees have been in the Driver Risk Management Industry since the 
early 1980’s when DRM was in its infancy and have worked within most of the training 
industries commonly recognised providers at all levels. 
 
The team has evolved with new legislation and technology and is at the forefront of 
Driver Risk Management, with its clients being some of the largest and diverse fleets 
in the UK. 
 
Automotional holds full JAUPT CPC accreditation, ISO9001, ISO27001, ISO14001, 
OHSAS18001 and is a member of the FTA and FIAG. 
 
Automotional also holds £10m PL, £10 PI and full fleet policies including provision of 
driver training. 
 

 


